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Let's be honest guys, ladies aren't the only ones watching their waistlines. Our Gut Check column offers tailored advice on how to keep your weight
in-check by offering easy, healthy twists on your favorite foods and exercise advice for men who want to be a little closer to six-pack abs than a beer
belly.

One of life's most exhilarating outdoor activities can become your new indoor exercise of choice. Indoor rock climbing is a fantastic way to build
strength and endurance. Many gyms contain 30- and 40-foot tall climbing walls which let individuals, couples and groups of friends break a sweat while
scaling up a "mountain."

Beyond the benefits of hoisting yourself up the wall using muscles, the activity is good for both balance and spatial awareness, said Mackie Shilstone, a
trainer who directs "The Fitness Principle with Mackie Shilstone" at East Jefferson General Hospital in Metairie, La.

So grab a buddy, girlfriend, wife or co-worker and check out a rock wall near you. Here are four key tidbits to ensure you get climbing technique down
while garnering the physical benefits of the activity.

Choreograph your climb
Know where the route will go to improve your climbing efficiency, said Abby Nelson, who's an indoor rock climbing manager and instructor at Chelsea
Piers Sports and Entertainment Complex in New York City.

"Just like a dancer would want to know something about the choreography of what they're going to do, for a climber to know where their route is going
to go is really helpful," Nelson said.

Shilstone noted indoor rock climbing is a perfect venue for corporate team-building exercises. Building trust and communication starts with mapping the
most efficient route to take.

Put your legs into it
It's no secret guys typically try to muscle their way through certain exercises. You can't do that with rock climbing. "From the get-go, try not to use your
arms as much as possible," Nelson said. "Climbing is about using your legs."

Rather than pull yourself up from one hand/foot hold to another, use your legs to push you up. Nelson advised treating it like a ladder, where your legs
become the leverage for your arms to grab one rung after another.

Shilstone said the activity works as a full-body stability/mobility exercise. "While one part is stabilizing, the other part is getting ready to mobilize," he
said.

Place your hands wisely
The pieces that jut out from the wall for you to grab are called "holds." But you shouldn't reach for every one. Secure your hand on a hold only if it feels
comfortable. Nelson recommended grabbing for a hold only if it puts your feet in a comparable or better position than what it was in the previous
position.

Of course, the climbing wall isn't designed just for people to easily find the right placements. "We want you to think," Nelson said of Chelsea Piers'
30-foot climbing wall. "We want you to design your choreography when you're going up the wall."

Have no fear
Don't be afraid. Part of rock climbing's joy is putting trust in others. Understand that the person holding your rope at the base of the wall won't let go. "If
you trust them, there's no reason to have any fear," Nelson said.

Exercise beforehand can calm nerves and help reduce fear. Shilstone recommends warming by riding an exercise bike or performing dynamic stretches
such as push ups and pull ups.

There is one more thing to remember: Have fun!
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